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~ Open Letter ~
To the Commissioner of Police, Tasmania
Dear Commissioner,
Re: Escalating aggression, confrontation and requirement to use forceful responses
&
ABSOLUTE JUSTICE.
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page - 5 - Violence begets violence
For many years now I have been writing documents in various aspects of human endeavour, and
not least I have an 'Offender' document as well as the 'correct' means to rehabilitate offenders,
rather than impoverishing people with 'fines' and causing them and their families mental and
emotional trauma and by filling up the jails at a further expense to the community.
Everyone in the community expects, wants and demands Absolute Justice, and they unknowingly
and unseeingly get EXACTLY that in the time and in the place so ordained by the Source. (God)
Man sees NOT that within the Law of 'nature' there is an 'automatic' return for every ACTION or
'activity' - - - "For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction." I simply try and get
mankind to see that the invisible spiritual ENERGY operates in EXACTLY the same way with
ONE difference, - - IT the 'benign, creative, merciful' energy balances ITS 'equal' Scales of Justice at the time and in
the place that IT so 'wishes' and, thus for every kind, loving, creative expression we 'make' we will
receive the same at a later date.
Equally, IT the 'malicious, destructive, merciless' energy balances ITS 'equal' Scales of Justice at
the time and in the place that IT so 'wishes' and, thus for every 'cruel, malignant, destructive'
expression we 'make' we will receive the same at a later date.
The 'laws' or 'decrees' of man are NOT anywhere near 'absolute justice,' for a man can lose a
'hand' in an Arabian land for stealing an egg, and in this land one can spend months in jail for
defying the edicts of a magistrate who is incensed at a person continuing to drive when he has
been forbidden to so do, and in fact where the driver has caused NO 'harm' to anyone but is
simply living his belief that his drivers Certificate of Competency is his validation.
So in FACT, - - - who has FACTUALLY caused harm? In Arabia it is the 'fool' who ordained that
a man must lose a hand as well as the one who struck the blow and, - - - the society that funds
this 'criminality.'
In Australia, it is the magistrate who fails to see that within the Constitution a man can do
whatever he so wishes as long as he does not disturb the peace of the land and, - - -
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thus the forceful imposition causing loss of earnings, isolation, deprivation and mental and
emotional trauma again a 'criminal' action becomes a spiritual due to be met by all involved
including the community that funds and supports it.
As God's 'eye for an eye' or "EQUAL return" LAW is immutable and inviolable, how come a man
lost his hand etc? Because our God uses the 'rules' of man to administer and impose His
ABSOLUTE JUSTICE and it follows, that the one who lost his hand caused the same mental and
emotional suffering and pain and loss etc., to some other, EITHER in a pre-birth to this realm
time or whilst here in the flesh.
It also then follows that all complicit to imposing God's JUSTICE are defiant of their God as they
'played' God and placed themselves within the punitive LAW aspect of God's ABSOLUTE
JUSTICE.
It is I to reveal unto mankind that NO 'badge of office, uniform, elected position nor mandate of
man' etc., nullifies nor voids the LAW of God.
As all can now see, there are more and more RULES 'justifying' more and more monetary
extortion by fines and more and more FORCE being mandated to interfere, seize property, regulate,
control, punish, injure, kill, subjugate. All this is in FACT the DARK Sovereign Power (God) imposing
His Law upon all, and all 'complicit' are in FACT on the wide road to HELL.
Why so? Because as we USE 'forceful dark energy' in our interaction with others IT flows through
our SOUL and contaminates IT and is what draws IT further away from the Light of Heaven
when we depart the biological flesh.
Man sees NOT that when 'faced' by a 'civilian' armed with a knife and who refuses to put it down
when so commanded, that the mind of the officer can be used by invisible Dark forces. For when
the 'officer' draws his gun with THE INTENT to disarm or 'injure,' but not to kill, why then does
he in fact KILL or exceed the required action?
This is because he does not understand the POWER from the DARK lower land which uses the
'incident' and the officer to mete OUT divine retribution, being the due owed by the now dead
person and, - - - the MIND of the 'unsuspecting' police officer was telepathically intruded upon in a
'flash' by invisible demonic forces and now has THAT DEBT to PAY on another day.
The officer later 'wondering' how or why he did that act because he did not intend to, and he
does not understand that his consciousness (mind) was intruded upon, overridden, and used by
another dark consciousness for a moment.
In the 'olden' days the police 'unit' was raised UP solely for the purpose of hauling IN those who
factually 'disturbed the peace of the land.' This ROLE was and yet is an honourable one.
The police today are used by the political 'Mafia' as their 'strong men,' backing every political
ruling enabling more and more monetary EXTORTION from the community. This nature of
support given by the police to legislators is a very DISHONOURABLE role.
~~~
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~ Behavioural problems & Civil War ~
All 'irrational' or unconscionable acts are caused by 'mental disturbance,' being thoughts entering
the mind of the person and JUSTIFYING a good 'reason' why they should 'disturb the peace' of
others.
What is the 'common' result of this ACTIVITY? It results in other people also becoming 'mentally
disturbed' by RETRIBUTIVE thoughts which JUSTIFY in their mind a punitive response ACTIVITY.
It follows that the Police on 'duty' who are sent by 'rules' and their 'wage' to uphold the PEACE, - - are themselves forced to 'disturb the peace' forcefully in one way or another for their 'victim'
definitely 'suffers' in some way on that day or later in a Court of 'trial & punishment.'
So the END result of any 'fracas' is that everyone involved is in fact 'revolving' outside of the
'peace, love, mercy, compassion, forgive' Command of the REAL Superpower, God, and placing
themselves within the 'punitive' aspect of His immutable 'eye for an eye' Law.
~ The cause of the problem ~
The initial cause of the problem lies within the soul of everyone living outside of the pure Light
of Heaven, for all have 'Sin' within, being the inner NEGATIVE (Dark) emotions of fear, anger,
greed, hatred, jealousy etc., and VIA this DARK energy their minds are 'open to' and thus linked
telepathically to the DARK aspect of the Source.
The 'nature' of the 'underhand' of God the SOURCE is 'dominating, controlling, intrusive, cold, hard,
immoveable, merciless, unforgiving, retributive and utterly DESTRUCTIVE.' So now you know 'why'
there is NO 'peace on earth' and, 'why' no 'two' people can live in perfect harmony, - - - especially
when one says to the other: "Do it my way or else" - Implying: "Fail me and I will make you suffer the
consequence of your disobedience to me."
This command 'stirs' a negative response from the DARK energy (emotions) within the other
person, who if 'fearful' simply keeps quiet, but may 'plot & scheme' how they can respond
VENGEFULLY.
As said, no person is living within the Command of God, and thus family 'friction' and global
confrontation within every 'society' is ON the RISE, and CIVIL WAR is to be seen there AND
here in the land of OZ and TAS.
Whether it is the Mafia 'Chief' or the Bikie 'Chief' or the Tax department 'Chief' or the Police
'Chief' or the President 'Chief,' - - - ALL make demands backed by threat and coercion and force of
arms against other PEOPLE in the community, and ALL place themselves INTO the punitive
aspect of God's:
"As you sow so shall ye reap" LAW.
~~~
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~ Who are the worst criminals ? ~
The worst criminals in the land (in the eyes of God) are those who are the most 'mentally
disturbed' due to their pride and vanity and, - - - thus irrational to the point of total insanity as
they believe in their RIGHT to impose 'strictures' upon everyone in the community and, - - - they
back their 'ideals' and 'ideas' by force of arms wielded by their PRIVATE POLICE ARMY.
Yes, couched in the 'words' of CIVIL AUTHORITY they interfere in the lives of all in the land and
cause hardship and suffering and loss and mental and emotional stress and injury or killing, all
'in the name of society.' Yes, they are the politicians, kings, queens, or chiefs of the TRIBE who
daily DICTATE their 'terms of engagement' to their 'troops' who are paid a 'mercenary' wage to
DEFY God's Holy Command.
~~~
~ Where to now for the Police ? ~
The police are either paid by the politicians to uphold political decrees OR, they are paid by THE
PEOPLE to uphold the PEACE OF THE LAND. This is what every police 'person' wearing a
'badge of honour' needs to UNDERSTAND.
Political edicts or rules dictate that they obey ORDERS from someone 'else,' it is I to reveal that
this 'someone else' is in FACT the invisible ONE invoking the political decrees telepathically VIA
the mind of the politicians and, it is thus that this Power of Authority is given unto the police
'Chief' who then 'orders' his troops to do this or that daily activity.
As all 'empowered' are operating in contravention of God's Command, it follows that all are
'bound' from the Dark Source and all ONLY go forth with the INTENT to control & subjugate &
punish OR to destroy if necessary all 'opposition' OR, - - - they now look to the LIGHT OF GOD
and use their God given conscience and they ONLY give out 'orders' to their troops which ARE
in 'line' with God's "Peace & love & mercy & forgive" Command.
For it is ONLY thus that they are 'geared' to RESPECT other community members (their enemy)
and use all in their POWER to UPLIFT & HELP & EDUCATE the 'lost' who are presently unable
to control their thoughts and emotions. (All mankind is presently in this 'lost' category)
Would the 'citizen' of the land wish to keep funding the police force if they knew that all 'injury,
control, harassment, interference, punishment' done in their name and on their behalf becomes a
spiritual 'pain' due to be met by them later? NO.
Would the 'police' of the land wish to keep working for a 'wage' if they knew that all 'injury,
control, harassment, interference, punishment' done by them in their line of duty becomes a
spiritual 'pain' due to be met by them later? NO.
Man must now try and understand that violence begets violence. (Common Law)
~~~
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~ Violence begets violence ~
Soon in EVERY land every person is to be EXTREMELY 'possessed' by intruding thoughts
emanating from dark demonic (powers) living in lower realms. These forces of THE DARK will
telepathically intrude FORCEFULLY and JUSTIFY in the mind of the recipient on earth to go
forth and mete out RETRIBUTION. As the fleshly one becomes totally 'possessed' they operate as
a 'robot' and NOTHING will halt their progress if they remain in this 'captivated' state of mind.
All who now FAIL to become 'orderly' and OBEY their God will become a DEMON full of
darkness living in the DARK when their spirit soul exits the biological flesh of this world.
I 'wish' that the police 'Chief' in every land would TRY and understand 'what' I am talking about
so that 'together' we can SAVE the 'lads' in the force, and they become 'honourable' and TRUE to
the Light of God as they go forth 'bravely' each day UNARMED and thus no 'threat' to the other.
The offender is caught and counselled in the manner given by God through me, and then set free
having been 'illuminated' and educated and assisted to control their IRRATIONAL THOUGHTS.
Only thus do the police 'lads' HALT their own 'slide' to painful oblivion as their DEEDS are
ONLY benign & positive & loving & caring & MERCIFUL rather than MERCILESS.
I also use 'telepathy,' but from the other 'aspect' of the SOURCE. Every day I ASK for information
which will benefit and uplift humanity, thus as I ask I receive, and every day for 25 years I have
wielded my 'pen' for the LIGHT which inspires me telepathically.
It is neither forceful nor intrusive nor commanding nor demanding, it is benign and kind and
loving and simply giving ME all it CAN through the power of my inner 'Rose of love' core, in the
TRUST that I will elevate IT so that everyone benefits.
It has been and yet IS my INTENT to elevate the consciousness of the Tasmania Police and the
community, and to implement a NEW benign strategy in dealing with persons who FACTUALLY
disturb the peace. These will be hauled IN, and after having been EDUCATED as to 'how' to
control their THOUGHTS by attending a 'Feeling Easier' Seminar, they will be released.
This way the officers of the Police department will be SAFE in God's eyes, and they will NOT
accrue daily punitive spiritual DUES within the Law of God.
Please read my Offender document which also includes the Feeling Easier seminar (Item 1) at
index end:
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/offend1.htm
Let Tasmania now lead the world OUT of the coming global war as man fights man.
Feel free to visit me anytime for a discussion - Sincerely - Terence
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk
A copy of this letter is on line as Item 9 at the end of the Offender document Index

